celum toolbox
Features for CELUM 5 as Cloud Service
Key Features

View information at a glance and export with a single click

■ Available for every existing, publicly
accessible CELUM installation

Need a list of all CELUM users including their E-mail addresses? Unfortunately there‘s
no such feature in CELUM. Want detailed information about node permissions and
role assignements? There‘s no such feature either. Until now!

■ Pure Cloud Service, needs no
installation on the server
■ SSL (https) to protect your login data
■ Feature set adapts to the users role
Following lists can be displayed
and exported:
■ Metadata of all assets of a node (also
recursive)

With the celum toolbox you can generate tables of users, structural data, metadata
and translation lists and export them in a format of your choosing.
Our application also enables you to filter the data and select which columns should
be displayed or exported.
Administrating complex dependencies of user groups can be a challenge. Now,
thanks to the group hierarchy graph, you can easily see which group inherits from the
other and where it passes on its permissions. Also the role-assignements of groups
on nodes can be displayed in a clear form and be exported as a table.

■ Information fields (localized text
and textarea) for translation can be
exported and imported
■ Overview of all information fields with
ID, labels, fieldsets and asset types
■ Visualize direct and inherited node
permissions including subnodes
■ Node structure
■ User information, filtering by group &
status
■ User groups including description and
parent and child relations
■ User group hierarchy as a directed
graph
Cost
■ Free for all customers of brix cross
media with a CELUM 5 or a Liberty
DAM license, as well as customers of
easyDAM.ch.
■ Other CELUM customers pay CHF 190
(EUR 170) per year for a single account
or CHF 390 (EUR 350) per year for all
accounts on a server.

Agenturen Deutschland
Agenturen Frankreich
Agenturen

Agenturen Italien
Agenturen Spanien

All CELUM customers of
brix cross media can try it right now
by navigating to
https://celum-toolbox.brix.ch
Other customers may register there with
their CELUM credentials.
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Teilzeit Zugang
Superadmin
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